Welcome – NAREA President Steve Smith & CAES President Richard Gray

Keynote Address  Robert Thompson

Moderator:  Ed Young
David Just and Harry de Gorter
Energy Innovation, Consumption and Policy: The Welfare Economics of Binding Mandates
Joe Cooper
The Probability Distribution of Payments under the Average Crop Revenue Versus the Current Suite of Title I Support: Implications for Government Costs and Producer Preferences

Moderator: Bruno Larue
Barrett Kirwan and Michael Roberts
Estimating the Incidence of U.S. Agricultural Subsidies on Farmland Rents Using Parcel-Level Data
Stacy Sneeringer
The Effect of Clean Water Act Concentrated Livestock Farm Regulations on Groundwater Pollution: A Regression Discontinuity Approach

LUNCH with Andy Schmitz:  Agricultural Policy and High Commodity Prices

Moderator: Barrett Kirwan
Bruno Larue, Pascal Ghazalian, and Jean-Phillipe Gervais
Assessing the Implications of Preferential Market Access in Agriculture
Sichin Chintawar, John Westra, and Lynn Kennedy
Rick Baricello
TBA

Income Stabilization through Government Payments: Do Farm Households' Perceptions Matter?

David Freshwater and Simon Jette-Nantel
Agricultural Risk Management through Household Portfolio Choice
Michael Norton and Calum Turvey
Weather Risk Management and the Measurement and Insurability of Plant Disease Risks

Wrap up

Adjourn